LFS SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
Your As-a-Service Solution
ution
THE FUTURE IS NOW.
W.
How can your organization develop lifecycle
cle agility
to continually profit in a dynamic business environment?
The Lenovo Subscription bundle offers a disciplined, cost effective
method to procure hardware,software, support and services
with reduced risk and greater flexibility than traditional capital
expenditures. A total solution is bundled into a predictable
cost model with flexible terms that remove the burden of
IT management and streamlines asset planning.

SIMPLIFY.
How can your organization
respond to change?

CUSTOMIZE

ADD

RENEW

IMPROVE

BUNDLE COSTS

a solution that
meets your
exact needs

equipment anytime
during the subscription
to support growth

technology to
benefit from new
advancements

agility with
cancellation
flexibility

for an immediate,
affordable way to
meet business needs

Why more companies prefer the LFS Subscription
bundle to manage their technology:






Capital conservation
Simplified asset management
Faster refresh cycles
Lower total cost of use
Top performance with ongoing support

 Avoids end-of-life ownership costs
related to disposal and data security
 Bundles can include other
manufacturers products
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Benefit from
the usage of
your solution

FLEXIBILITY.
Refresh technology on a regular basis without the worries when you bundle in the
protection you need to stay productive. Subscriptions can contain end-to-end services
from deployment to management to recovery, including:
Warranty Coverage:
 Warranty Extensions: Provide a fixed-term, fixed-cost
service solution that enables accurate budgeting for
equipment expenses. Match your warranty coverage to
your system refresh cycles.
 Warranty Upgrades: Upgrade to On-site Service:
Convenience of parts and labor provided on-site at your
place of business.

Protection Services:

Configuration & Deployments Services:
Free up your IT staff from time-consuming configuration
of new technology with services such as Image Delivery,
Asset Tagging, First Boot and Advanced Deployment.

Premier Support:
Direct access to skilled and experienced Lenovo
technicians offering comprehensive hardware and
software support.

 ADP (Accidental Damage Protection)- Goes beyond standard
warranty to cover damage due to unintentional spills, bumps,
electrical surges, and other accidents.
 Keep Your Drive-In the unlikely event of system failure, you
can retain your Lenovo hard drive and business data.

To
irelearn more and get started, call us at 888-537-8838 or email us at Sales.US@lenovoFS.com
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Offer is available for various terms from 2-4 years. Available for approved Lenovo Financial Services partners only. Subscription must
include Lenovo services. Not all customers and equipment may qualify for this offer. LFS reserves the right to cancel or change this
program at any time without notice.
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